TEST & MEASUREMENT FEATURE

Video Highlights from Nuremberg’s Sensor+Test 2019

The European electronics industry came together in Nuremberg for the 2019 Sensor+Test conference and exhibition, showing the dynamism and importance of the sensor and T&M industry. The sensor industry presented state-of-the-art products to meet the growing needs of the IoT device community.

Read more

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS & OPERATING SYSTEMS NEWS

Bridgetek Enhances EVE Toolchain

Bridgetek helps simplify human machine interface (HMI) development by broadening the scope of the toolchain that accompanies its Embedded Video Engine (EVE) product portfolio.

Read more

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS & OPERATING SYSTEMS NEWS

SEGGER Adds Video to emUSB Devices

SEGGER introduces video class (UVC) support for the emUSB-Device stack, enabling products with a USB device interface, once connected to a Host (Windows, Mac, Linux or Tablet), to be recognized as a camera.

Read more

MACHINE VISION NEWS

IMM Photonics Fiber-Coupled Line Laser Supports Machine-Vision Apps
IMM Photonics released the ilumFIBER VISION fiber-coupled line laser for machine vision applications, with a uniform beam profile for special applications. Read more

POWER ELECTRONICS NEWS

LASER COMPONENTS? Power Detectors Serve High-Energy Lasers

LASER COMPONENTS? latest series of laser power detectors by Gentec-EO were specifically designed for high energy, solid-state lasers. Read more

SENSOR NEWS

Melexis Claims Smallest Medical-Grade FIR Sensor

Melexis announced the smallest SMT medical-grade FIR sensor, targeting wearables such as advanced in-ear-devices and clinical point-of-care applications where accurate human body temperature measurement is required. Read more

MANUFACTURING NEWS

Trackwise Offers Vertical Continuous-Plating Capability

Trackwise installed a Vertical Continuous Plating (VCP) line at its Tewkesbury factory, capable of plating reel-to-reel flexible substrates and rigid panels of any length. Read more

WEBCAST

Panel Discussion: Create Robust and Efficient Platforms with Computer Vision Technologies

Sponsored by ADLINK, Gorilla, Wind River

VIEW NOW

PEOPLE & PRODUCTS PODCAST

The Expanding LoRaWAN Marketplace

At the recent LoRaWAN Live! Event in Berlin, Germany, we caught up with Val Jelinic who works for Zenner Connect (a subsidiary of the Minol-ZENNER Group), about his views on the developing community and marketplace. Read more